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I n Rotterdam a fine old restaurant is on one of 
the secluded side streets spared by the bomb
ing that leveled much of the city in WWII. De 
Pijp today resembles the restaurant of those 
years ago, a dark congenial refectory, with 

lofty ceilings, long tables, memorabilia covering 
every inch of wall, and the open kitchen with big 
steaming pots of mussels - a Rotterdam specialty 
- prominent in the room. The menu is more French 
than Dutch, but the lighting is Vermeer's, and the 
clientele still includes some of those who, as young 
resistance members, hung their ties high on the wall 
as a secret gesture of solidarity. Today's visitor, if 
he is inquisitive and friendly, will be treated to the 
story of how De Pijp would extend a welcome to the 
Nazi officers of the occupation who sought to join 
in the good humor within, and how the chef kept a 
bucket of fine sand nearby, and that whenever 
soldiers entered a heaping measure went into one 
of the mussel pots, which the waiters studiously 
avoided serving the regular patrons, reserving it for 
the soldiers only, whose visits became less and less 
frequent. 

When several of us from Appalshop attended the 
15th Rotterdam Film Festival in January of this 
year, De Pijp treated us well, as did nearly everyone 
else we encountered. One of the ironies of the city 
is that in rebuilding after the bombing it chose a 

· modern urban look- befitting the world's largest 
port -but the people have retained a warm, relax
ed small-town attitude. This is also characteristic of 
the Festival itself, which the French daily Le Monde 
has called, "the greatest small festival in the world." 

However, the festival grows. This year, more than 
100 films were screened during the 10-day event, 
most of them several times, and over 100,000 tickets 
were sold. Attendees came from all over Holland, 
Europe, and other countries scattered around the 
world. The Rotterdam festival is known for its tradi
tion of pleasant interaction among filmmakers and 
film professionals of all nationalities, through not on
ly the film screenings, of which there are myriad, 
but also in press conferences, public premieres, panel 
discussions, and parties. This is all accomplished in 
any number of languages, and the Dutch, at least, 
seem comfortable switching among several. 

Much of the festival's character derives from its 
director and sole programmer. Hubert Bals, a tall, 
disheveled, and inscrutable man with a friendly 
scowl, has imbued the festival with as much per
sonality as it can hold. The work of organizing the 
event and choosing the films and guests is his with 
the able assistance of a corps of regular staff and 
festival workers. 

The business of running an international 
film festival is a year-round one, and in
volves searching out films world-wide. This 
process _includes two annual trips to New 
York to view recent work. These New 

York visits are coordinated by filmmaker and pro
grammer Wendy Lid ell, who arranges a screening 
room and a full agenda of film screenings. 

Appalshop's involvement with the Rotterdam Film 
Festival began in 1983, when The Big Lever, directed 
by Frances Morton, was selected for screening in 
1984. For Frances and Dee Davis, Appalshop pro
ducer and development person, attending the 
festival was fun as well as productive. Out of the trip 
came numerous new contacts and a couple of Euro
pean television sales. In the intervening years, 
however, none of the releases from Appalshop 
Films was selected for screening, and it began to 
look as if success at Rotterdam was fleeting. 

Then in early Fall1985, Wendy Lidell called to say 
that Hubert Bals was considering a special Ap
palshop program; would we send all the films to New 
York for Consideration? This seemed to follow nicely 

Appalshop Films' 15th-year retrospectives during 
the previous year at the American Film Institute and 
the Museum of Modern Art, among other locations, 
and State Department tours in 1985 of Appalshop 
films and filmmakers around the world. 

Memories of the '84 festival resurfaced, and the 
possibilities offered by increasing the number of 
films shown seemed especially promising. We sent 
the films, and Dee and I flew to New York to meet 
with Wendy and Hubert. 

We met at the Millenium film center on East 4th 
Street, which Wendy had booked for previewing. 
Hubert had seen most of Appalshop's 36 films either 
in earlier years or during the next week. He was im
pressed with the films individually and as a collec
tion, and admired how much they told of a part of 
the U.S. he knew little about. But he was at a loss 
to find a programming angle. He was convinced that 
much of the Rotterdam audience would appreciate 
the films, given the right opportunity; but he wa:;o 
concerned about the time it would take for people 
to become accustomed to the style of filmmaking, 
and the mountain accents and speech patterns in the 
films. We left the meeting without a clear decision. 

The following day, however, I met with Hubert 
after another long session previewing Appalshop 
films. This time he seemed relieved and even more 
enthusiastic. Seeing these films several days run
ning had given him the angle he needed: he would 
program the films for each of the ten days, a few 
each day, so that by the end the audience would be 

palshop, these included the Japanese director Mit
suo Yanagimachi Himatsura and Dusan Makavejev, 
originally from Yugoslavia. All of Makavejev's films 
were shown, from film school shorts, Smile 61 and 
Parade, through WR: Mysteries of the Organism, 
Love Affair, Montenegro, and The Coca Cola Kid. 
Also in attendance this year were filmmakers 
Maurice Pialat (Police), Stephan Frears (Gumshoe, 
My Beautiful Laundrette), Claude Lanzman (Shoah), 
Agnieska Holland (A Woman on Her Own), Krzystof 
Kieslowski (No End), among many others. 

I n addition to the film screenings and related 
activities, an adjunct of the festival is the Cine
M-Art, this year in its third edition. The Mart 
is an international marketplace of cinema with 
producers, distributors, television program-

mers, and others from around the world buying and 
selling films, planning co-productions, and catching 
up. Appalshop was offered a booth at the Mart with 
the opportunity to show films not in the festival, but 
in a complex of video screening facilities. This allow
ed programmers and distributors to view work at 
their leisure; the irony of it was that the schedule 
of regular festival screenings was so full, and the 
Mart - located in an art gallery around the corner 
from the main festival location - was remote 
enough that few people attended the video showings 
there. 

Five people from Appalshop eventually made the 
trip to Rotterdam; Dee Davis, filmmakers - Mimi 

From left to right, Mimi Pickering, Dee Davis, Andy Garrison, Scot Oliver and Marty Newell. 

acclimated. The hook would be "Take an Appal a 
day," so long as that didn't offend us. We decided 
it didn't and began making our plans to attend. 

We approached B.J. Dollase, head of the Kentucky 
Film Office, for help in getting to Rotterdam. 
Hubert had offered a round-trip ticket for one, but 
would put up as many people as we could bring 
along. Our pitch to B.J. was that, as Kentucky's 
most prolific filmmakers, at least we were in a posi
tion to push filmmaking in Kentucky to an interna
tional group of producers and directors. For the Film 
Office it would be an ideal way to show Kentucky's 
commitment to filmmaking, and the bigger the Ap
palshop contingent, we reasoned, the bigger film
making in Kentucky would loom in people's minds. 
B.J. agreed and ran a small grant through her of
fice in return for which we were to mention the Ken
tucky Film Office whenever possible, give out Film 
Office brochures to those interested, and wear the 
Kentucky Film Office baseball caps wherever possi
ble. The last proved to be the most successful tactic. 

Three retrospective tributes formed the core of 
the 15th Rotterdam Film Festival. Besides Ap-

Pickering and Andy Garrison; Marty Newell, on sab
batical from Appalshop to run the Austin (Texas) 
cable access station; and myself. Upon our arrival 
at the festival we were instantly recognized and 
greeted - an early indication that the Kentucky 
Film Office hats were going to be useful - and made 
welcome. Photographs were made with a 4x5" 
camera showing the travelers in the full flush of the 
end of the 3-day journey from the mountains. Later 
huge posters of us and other guests appeared around 
the city- another Rotterdam Festival specialty. We 
then met with Hubert and his staff for further 
welcome and orientation and turned loose. 

Our schedule for the 10-day festival was full, but 
not grueling. We were asked to be available at the 
public showings of Appalshop films, including two 
evenings when all of the films in the festival - four 
hours' worth - were shown. In addition there was 
a press conference, a "climate discussion," and the 
activity surrounding our "office" at the Mart. In the 
midst of all this there was a bit of time for sightsee
ing - including side trips to Amsterdam to the 
museums and to Gouda - and for seeing a few films. 
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Left to right, Mimi Pickering, Dee Davis and Andy Garrison at Lumiere Theater, Rotterdam Film Festival. 
(photo by Andy Garrison). 
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From left to right at the Rotterdam Film Festival, Dee Davis, Festival staffer Marian, Mimi Pickering, Scot Oliver, Andy 
Garrison and Marty Newell. 

- Rotterdam Film Festival Director Hubert Bals. (photo by Scot Oliver) 

The festival is programmed to repeat most 
films throughout the period, either at the 
festival site or throughout the period, 
either at the festival site or at public 
theaters around town. Early during the 

festival we were feted with a premiere of Appalshop 
films, organized at one of the major public theaters 
in town. After the introduction in which we were 
each presented a bottle of hard cider - presumably 
to keep the doctor away - a long evening of film 
showings began, punctuated by breaks featuring a 
live rockabilly duet in the theater bar. This event 
had attracted a variety of people from around the 
country, as well as regular festivalgoers, and 
resulted in a unique opportunity for us to discuss Ap· 
palshop's work with an international audience. 

A number of other Americans also were 
represented at the festival, more than usual, accor
ding to Wendy Lidell. Mark Rappaport came with 
his feature, The Chain Letters, as did Rachel 
Reichman with her first feature, The Riverbed, co
produced with VPRO, a major Dutch network. Scott 
B. was on hand with The Specialist and Last Rites, 
and laid the groundwork for a Dutch co-production 
of his premiere feature. Also shown were Henry 
Dreher's Living Arrangements, Stephan Balint's Let 
Me Love You, and the Maysles brothers' masterful 
Vladimir Horowitz: The Last Romantic. Jane Chapline 
came with her short documentary, Eugene's Valet, 
picked there for showing later in Berlin. And Lean
dro Katz had a big time at the mammoth Festival 
Ball, where his 2-projector, zig-zag screen ex
travaganza Metropotamia added to the inspired 
saturnalia. 

The Festival Ball itself deserves an article, but a 
few lines here are needed. The traditional climax of 
the festival, the event is held in the huge civic center, 
De Doelen. The evening began propitiously enough 
for the Appalshop contingent, the only festival par
ticipants (except for two actual Rotterdammer film
makers) invited to a swell reception for the Festival 
Foundation, its board, and the city's mayor and 
cultural attache. The baseball caps were specifical
ly requested. 

Following the reception was a gala showing of 
several reels of Louis Feuillade's Les Vampires, new
ly restored at the Cinematheque Francaise by 
Feuillade's grandson Jacques Champreux. Held in 
the capacious concert hall, with organ accompani
ment, this was the official start of the evening. The 
immensity of the Doelen center is hard to describe, 
but inside at various places were shows, dance halls, 
cafes, concerts, innumerable bars and food stands, 
art events and performances, and a tank demonstra
tion by the Rotterdam Model Yacht Club. A con
stant stream of people meandered in and out of the 
front door and throughout the center, making it ideal 
for socializing near the end of the hectic festival. 

P erhaps the most memorable things about 
the festival were not the major events, 
nor even necessarily the films, but the 
spontaneous and the unexpected. Things 
like the late sessions at the bar in 

rambling old Lantaren/V enster, the festival head
quarters that houses 2 bars, a restaurant, six 
theaters, and offices. And the Photobusters, three 
photographers on retainer for the festival, who 
became fast Appalshop friends and gave us a fine 
send-off the eve of our departure. Or the tragedy 
of the Challenger explosion, made more poignant to 
Americans abroad in a country that had mounted 
a reasoned protest to housing American nuclear 
missiles. And, of course, De Pijp, which had 
withstood the worst of war and still beckoned with 
warmth and cheer. Inevitably, though, it must be the 
friends we made or met again who create the sense 
that Rotterdam is a charming place and allows us 
to recommend so strongly its festival to anyone with 
any interest in the movies. 
For more information about the Rotterdam Film Festival con
tact Wendy Lidell, 125 E. 4th St., New York, NY 10003-
212-475-8237. 
Scot Oliver works at Appalshop in Whitsburg, Kentucky, as direc
tor of film distribution. 
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Well Known Stranger 
George lellis 

WELL KNOWN STRANGER (Howard Finster's Workout). Produced by 
Elizabeth Fine and Robert Walker. Directed, Photographed and Edited by 
Robert Walker. Sound by Elizabeth Fine. Assistant Sound by Doug Nichols. 
Assistant Camera by John Marsten. 1986. 3/4" Video. Color. Sound. 28:10m. 

Robert Walker's video documentary about Howard Finster, Well Known Stranger 
(Howard Finster's Workout), is a portrait of the self-taug .. ht evangelical artist made 

during a recent week-long residency by Finster at the Virginia Polytechnic lnsitute. 
It is an introduction to Finster's work, to his brightly painted cut-out figures that 
portray religious and popular American icons from Jesus to Satan to George 
Washington and Elvis Presley. As a work of art about works of art, however, Well 

Known Stranger embodies a peculiar dialectic, for Walker chooses for the video tape a documen
tary style that is oblique and evocative to study an artist whose manner is direct and forthright 
to the point of obviousness. In the work of both creators, however, certain common issues emerge 
- questions of language, perception and intuition. 

One is immediately struck by the way in which Finster challenges most of the modernist aesthetic 
assumptions that have dominated art since the end of the 19th century. He returns art to the realm 
of piety and celebrates conventional religious experience rather than art-for-art's-sake or social 
reform. He rejects humanistic individualism, a stance that can be seen in his continual minimizing 
of his own skill and talent with the claim that God is simply speaking through him. Indeed, Finster 
sets up the VPI students in a kind of factory-like system by which they crank out vast quantities 
of work according to his specifications. 

Most importantly, however, Finster deliberately mixes words with images. Rather than seek 
out a purist form of complete visual experience, he provides almost all of his paintings and cutout 
figures with captions and labels that are largely blunt and redundant, like the title cards in the 
Brechtian theater, a similarly didactic art form. As he indicates in one of his captions, Finster 
makes "Talking Art," and he proposes in the work done during his VPI residency a kind of paint
ing, sculpture and craft work that is an extension of preaching, one in which a purely visual aesthetic 
is subordinated to more rhetorical intent. 

After describing how he had started preaching over 40 years ago, Finster says at one point in 
Well Known Stranger, "I'm in a better ministry work now. It's called visual art." 

This mixture of forms, this impurity of style, makes Finster something of a post-modernist in 
disguise, but his success as an artist comes in spite of his tendency to flatten and conventionalize 
his images with literal explanation. His works' visual success lies in their verbal failure: their cap
tions' labels never quite reduce the works to simple illustration. A certain richness, a certain sense 
of contradiction, a certain ambiguity always seep through. The images begin to make simplistic 
words seem ambiguous - all the more so when they are misspelled or not quite appropriate. When 
we see the inscriptions "My art is an art of Dementions" or "The end is a verry sad word to face," 
we wonder at the intentionality of the misspelling. The grandiose labeling of some cut glass works 
as "Vision Samples of Holy Worlds" underlines the way in which Finster's work seems to be try
ing to show the unshowable and describe the indescribable. 

In explaining the impulses that drove him to work in painting and sculpture, Finster talks about 
the feelings he had on finding one Sunday evening that only one member of his congregation could 
remember what he had preached about that mornirig. When Finster describes how he took up the 
paint brush because he could reach more people effectively, we realize how much of the preacher's 
drive may come from an urge to express important feelings and experiences that cannot be ver
balized. When Walker asks what his message is, Finster answers simply, "My message is the King 
James version, and visions that I have. My message is prophecy fulfilling." 

This unstated issue that runs through Finster's work, of the relation between words and religious 
experience, is also an implicit theme in Walker's documentary. Walker relies heavily on Finster's 
own words, in extensive interview material, to structure his portrait of the artist. A garrulous 
subject, Finster continually tries to verbalize what his art means. Yet Walker's repeated inserts 
of the work itself are more interesting than Finster's explanations of it. As in Finster's work, 
banal words only make Walker's images richer, and the style with which Finster talks becomes 
more interesting that what he has to say. 

One peculiarity of the documentary is that Finster rarely seems to be addressing the camera, 
but rather always talks to some off-screen observer - Walker himself, perhaps, or some other 
onlooker. The result is a detachment whereby the viewer feels like an uninvolved spectator. This 
is in direct contrast to Finster's art work itself, which makes direct contact with the viewer. In 
one of Walker's most memorable shots, Finster is seated with his left side to the camera, a paint
brush in hand,' working with some materials. He turns his head to the camera but talks to Walker, 
who is behind it, as we hear Walker's voice asking him questions. The angle is direct, the camera 
non-confrontational, the videomaker's attitude uncertain. 

"I can look at a rock and whatever's in it, I can see it," he says early in this interview. "I can 
look at the clouds and if there's any art, I see it the first time." 

Art becomes for Finster the process of bringing out of materials forms and images that seem 
to be latent in them. In a moment like this, Finster's art seems suddenly to leave the realm of 
the didactic, to enter a pre-conceptual realm of free association and spontaneity. The artist creates 
an image first, then gives a name to it. In describing a cut-out figure in a magenta-colored robe, 
Finster labels it a woman, then adds that you could put a mustache on it and make it Jesus. Sensory 
engagement precedes formulaic message. 

One cannot but help compare this process to the videomaker's. Walker's camera observes without 
immediate judgment, in a way that preserves a certain ambiguity of meaning. The detached at
titude in Well Known Stranger suggests a certain skepticism, but a certain respect for Finster as 
well. In molding his raw material into a documentary portrait, Walker avoids conventionalizing 
Finster as either a prophet-genius or a dilettante-crackpot. Walker seems not so much convinced 
or persuaded by Finster's verbal and visual messages as he is fascinated by them. Finster's con
viction and passion speak for themselves - in his words, in his images, and in the songs that Walker 
shows him singing. 

Howard Finster (left) and Robert Walker. (photo by Ann Oppennhimer) 

Howard Finster (photo by Robert Walker) 

Howard Finster (photo by Robert Walker) 

In this respect, Well Known Stranger grows out of a sensibility akin to that of the French Catholic 
phenomenologists of the immediate postwar era, like Andri:i Bazin and Am~d{t! Ayfre. Ayfre in 
particular has talked about film as a device for capturing the presence, and by extension the soul, 
of the person before the camera. Walker's oblique approach, his refusal to editorialize, suggests 
an attitude of letting whatever presence Finster or his work may have speak for itself. If Finster 
must label his art, Walker refuses to label his. If Finster privileges rhetoric, Walker avoids both 
advocacy and criticism, which is no easy accomplishment when one considers how easy it would 
have been for the videomaker to be patronizing. 

Central to the tape are those segments which show Finster playing the banjo and singing, for 
the gospel songs, like Finster's visual art work, combine both direct verbal proselytizing with the 
sensuousness and direct physicality that only music can provide. Finster's presence in singing in 
his gravelly, presumably untrained voice becomes something that can only be preserved by means 
of the camera and sound recording apparatus. Even to the skeptic, Finster's intensity and convic
tion are a source of mystery: we are moved by his presence. 

That We// Known Stranger contains a clear discourse on this nature of presence becomes evident 
near the end of the work when Walker's camera scans what is presumably Finster's room, with 
its bottles and beer cans converted into art objects, a TV left running so that we can hear sound 
without a picture, an open Bible and a Polaroid camera left on the table, and a copy of a book 
called Outsider Art prominently displayed, with Finster himself absent until the very end of the 
sequence. The set-up of the shot looks deliberately pre-arranged; it becomes a still life tying together 
various themes from the documentary that has preceded it. 

One is struck by a sense of Finster's presence throughout the sequence. It is a presence carried 
over from previous shots, but one that shows us how the objects that surround a person evoke 
that being's presence, much as the pictureless television still carries the sound. Herein lies the 
fundamental theoretical stance of Well Known Stranger: that the presence of the artist permeates 
his works. It is no small way comparable to a Christian sensibility like Finster's that finds the 
presence of Jesus in a rock or a cloud. 

One irony here is that Finster's work, with its articulation of the split between spontaneous im
age and conceptualized work, comes off as more contemporary in style than Walker's relatively 
classic documentary. Finster is something of a found or unintended post-modernist, in contrast 
to Walker's more restrained, Bazinian contemplation of his subject, in which the only real com
mentary is in the juxtaposition of Finster's work to his verbal observations. Well Known Stranger 
is filled both with rich images and with words that would try to anchor them to a specific ideological 
purpose. But the words are Finster's, not Walker's, and the documentary becomes as much a 
paradigm of discretion and enigmatic detachment as Finster's work is one of activist instruction. 

For further information contact Cima Productions Inc., 1409 Grissom Lane, Blacksburg, 
VA 24060, 703/552-1208. 

George Lei/is is Associate Professor of Communications at Coker College in Hartsville, South 
Carolina. 
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A 
Singing 
Stream 
A Singing Stream: A Black Family Chronicle. Tom Davenport. 1986. 
16mm. Color. Sound. 57m. 

Sociologists, politicians, and historians would have.us believe that the Black family structure in America has 
suffered continuous devolution over the years; since slave traders forcibly uprooted families and tribes in Africa 
to brmg captives to the land of the free and home of the brave; since the War Between the States eventually 
resulted i~ the Northern immigration of Blacks from the "plantation to the ghetto" ; and since the more recent 
War Agamst Poverty has brought about a welfare system that has in some views favored the single mother 
a_nd has driven the bl_ac~ male from the shelter of a stable family. Although this portrait is clearly an oversimplifica
tion of complex soc1al 1ssues, the stereotype pers1sts. What these sociologists, historians and politicians fail 
to C?nsider IS the still strong family tradi~ion in th_e rural South ~mong ?oth whites and ~la~k~. Tom Davenport's 
A Smgmg Stream: A Black Famtly Chrontc/e prov1des a heartemng antidote to the pess1m1stJc Black stereotype 
just described. Far from being the "typical" Black family, if sl!ch an entity exists, the Landis family of Granville 
County, North Carohna, nonetheless represents the harmomous bonds that can endure over time and space 
through memory and music. ' 

The fi_lm announces its intentions and methods in the opening sounds and images. The gentle voice of the fami
ly matnarch ~ertha Landis is heard counting her child~en as a close-up of a family portrait introduces us to 
the large fam!ly that w1ll be the focus of the film . The e1ght sons and three daughters (two other girls died at 
b1rth) seem to amaze the mother, who loses count of her brood but does not forget to give credit to God for 
her survival: "The Lord was with me - He had to be." A series of traveling shots through the back roads of 
North Carolina is accompanied by an appropriate gospel song "There's Reunion in the Heavens" as one son 
returns home for the family reunion at the heart of this documentary "chronicle." 

Throughout the film these motifs of family photographs, gospel music, the Southern environment, strong family 
bonds, and firm religious faith interact to create authentically poetic moments in celebration of this special ex
tended family. Producer, director, cinematographer Davenport is sensitive to scenes and images that resonate 
with honesty and unforced symbolism. For instance, during a tour of the home of one of the sons, Davenport 
captures the son proudly displaying a family heirloom, a grandfather clock that has been passed down from 
father to son over the generations: ''I'll never sell it." Tlie filmmaker enhances the loud ticking of the clock 
throughout the scene, establishing an emblem of the echo of the generations. In another beautiful, fortuitous 
scene, Mrs. Landis sweeps the yard singing quietly; the camera pulls back to reveal a grandchild scooting around 
her on a sputtering go-cart while she pauses to watch and ponder. The generations are once again united in 
lovely imagery. 

What keeps this family together, despite the economic and racial struggles of the past (alluded to in many 
of the film's interviews), is love, God, and music. The film contains a compendium of gospel hymns, from tradi
tional favorites to contemporary songs. Davenport understands the importance of the music and strives to pre
sent the many performances as organically as possible. He uses long takes to preserve the integrity of some 
numbers, especially a moving a capello song (which elicits spontaneous applause from the women sitting in the 
adjoining room in the background of the scene). The impromptu demonstrations of the talent of the Land1s fami

ly, which comes from "singing streams" inherited from ancestors, the informal rehearsals in the garage, and 
tnt ~ublic performances of the Golden Echoes (a gospel group which features three of the Landis sons) are all 
handled ably by Davenport and his crew, but the mformal sessions are much more successful on the whole. In 
the more formal settings, the genial personalities of the Landis singers cannot emerge as naturally and easily 
as on the front porch of the family homestead. When a complete performance is not shown, the music spills 
over onto the many documentary photographs that heighten the sense of history. 

As important as the music is to the family and to the film, the strongest, most memorable moments are the 
reminiscenses of the family members through the narration of Mrs. Landis or the interaction of siblings. The 
reunion atmosphere inspires the men, women, and children to remember family legends - a tablecloth made 
of feed sacks, one pair of shoes shared between brothers - examine old photographs, and joke with each other. 
Davenport establishes such a rapport with his subjects that they relax and reveal themselves honestly, casually, 
and entertainingly. Though he has a feel for his characters' individuality, with so many relatives in the house 
it is sometimes difficult to differentiate the many personalities on first v1ewing. (Although, that is not essential 
since the film's idea of family does not depend solely on individuals). With so much sensitivity toward his sub
jects Davenport surprises us by using subtitles for the speech of one of the brothers, when it is probably not 
necessary in order to follow his dialogue. In these family scenes the deceased father asserts his still st~ong presence 
and influence on his progeny. The stereotype of the weak Black head of household is exploded as Mr. Landis 
is praised for his hard work, his personal integrity, and his legacy of love and music (not to mention his ability 
to tell how long one of the children had been goofing off from work in the fields!) 

The family reunion culminates in a final concert in which the granddaughter's group, Echoes of Heaven, join 
the Golden Echoes for a rousing spiritual. It is here, however, that the flow of the film is disturbed by some 
poor concert sound matches (mouth movements that do not go with the music) that distract from -''e mtense 
audience involvement that Davenport attempts to capture. The subsequent church service in honor of the Landis 
family is marred by abrupt transitions and disorienting spatial continuity as the filmmakers construct an awkward 
montage sequence. Fortunately, they redeem the ending of the film by returning to an echo of the opening se
quence as the family poses for its annual portrait; when the scene fades, the soundtrack leads into "Mighty 
Close to Heaven," which continues over an effective summarizing series of family photographs. 

Researched by folklorists Daniel Patterson and Allen Tullos (who also share direction and production credits 
with Davenport) with the advice of 
several noted scholars, Singing Stream 
is an intelligent and insightful excur
sion into Black history, culture, and 
music. It is no wonder that the National 
Black Consortium awarded the film one 
of its top prizes in October of 1986, for 
the film subtly traces the cultural evolu
tion of Blacks in American society as 
they have risen successfully into the 
middle class. But the film is not a 
treatise on assimilation; it is above all 
a testament to the triumph of the 
human spirit, a film about basic human 
values that go beyond the boundaries 
of race and class. 

The Landis Family of Tom Davenport's film A Singing Stream: A Black Family Chronicle. 
For more information contact Davenport Films, Rt. 1 Box 527, Delaplane, VA 22025. 
Carol Ward is Assistant Professor of English at Clemson University in Clemson, South Carolina. 
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Word of Mouth. George King. 1986. 
1/4" Audio. Three 30 minute 
programs. 

The ugly stepmother of non
commercial media is the advertis
ing world of giant corporate 
business concerns. The slick, quick, 
packaged messages of persuasion 
beamed from afar captivate and 
subjugate the rightful audiences of 
local, listener sponsored programs. 
In such a world of opposites na
tionally oriented public radio 
becomes a strange bedfellow with 

the local, rural, ethnic, homespun values and activities while simultaneously and substantially servicing the in
tellectual elite in their own rectified version of human history. In the past twenty years public radio has evolved 
two models for presenting portraits of American culture. The first revolves around the segmented new program 
epitomized in NPR's All Things Considered. During the later portions, "cultural segments" of each half hour 
of newsbroadcast, locally selected segments can be dropped into roughly equivalent time slots. Snippets of pro
grams between one and seven minutes can be accommodated within this cut and paste traffic control, allowing 
a quick, focused and highly edited presentation of a locally selected topic. A second approach is to produce twenty
nine or fifty-nine minute programs either singly or in series that stand alone and can be advertised through 
promos and listings. The "segment" method is perhaps easier to get aired, the "program" method is more solid
ly grounded and likely to explore a topic of substance. 

Word of Mouth falls squarely in the latter variety of radio production. George King unfolds the act of storytell
ing as remembered from the past by a broad spectrum of Southerners and fellow travelers and explores the 
oral art as they continue in the present. The three programs are seamless presentations of the words of his 
informants - storytellers, writers, folklorists, anthropologists, educators, and librarians. Anecdotes and analysis 

· break swiftly from one to the other in a dazzling display of editing and an enormously varied and interesting 
collection of individual interviews. The program cannot be taken lightly. I found myself staring at the speakers 
in my living rooms imagining both faces and the circumstances of each segment, straining for frogs, or plates 
clattering, or an interviewer's cough behind the vignette of the speakers. Only at the end of each program are 
we treated the names associated with the voices. 

The first program defines the subject, what storytelling is, who does it, and where lies the natural turf of 
the storyteller. The mental image is right. Storytelling is ubiquitous and precedes the written word both in the 
learning world of children and the workaday world of American adults. Stories inform, evaluate, bring people 
together, and establish boundaries. Nothing can be more potent in describing the emerging Cajun pride in self 
than Barry Jean Ancelet's joke of the dangling preposition. 

The second program develops the history of storytelling. The talk often centers upon childhood memories of 
aunts and uncles, local characters whose gift was an ability to entertain. The didactic nature of old stories with 
the lessons of Brudder Rabbit, Brudder Fox, and Brudder Bear. The stories had a "stabilizing and nourishing 
force" upon these people growing up when life was slower. The end of storytelling came with the quickening 
pace of modern life, the burgeoning flow of facts superceding the trickle of old forms and values. 

Finally, in the third program the enemy is defined. The television is robbing people of their senses, perverting 
their standards of entertainment, and replacing the gutsy world of the personal experience story or the legend 
with the bland, vicarious pabulum of the television soap. Nicely spaced within this program is the diversity of 
opinion about how bad the beast television really is. For some communities, identifying their neighbor's talents 
with the power of broadcasting creates a new sense of worth within the community for the storyteller. Within 
the wilderness of American society is growing a movement of storytellers and storytelling societies. Initially 
the purview of librarians entertaining youngsters on afternoons and weekends, storytelling has blossomed as 
a national enthusiasm that threatens to reassert itself in the mass media. John Burrison, a folklorist who studies 
storytelling at Georgia State University, nicely frames for us how different this modern revival is from the local 
traditions of storytelling. 

True to the brochure accompanying Word of Mouth there were many wonderful voices to be heard. There is 
not a single voice that is not wonderful to hear. From the upcountry strains of Ray Hicks, Hamber McBee, and 
Nimrod Workman to the modern Jonesboro, Tennessee voices of Doc Connell and Jimmy Neal Smith. Afro
American voices were much in evidence with stories, the spirituals of Doug and Frankie Quimby of Brunswick, 
Georgia to community activist and folklorist Worth Long in Atlanta. Studs Terkel perhaps stands out for the 
strength of his presentation and his conviction that there is an alternative history to be compiled from the anec
dotes of working people. Academics like anthropologist Barbara Myerhoff, songwriter Tommy Thompson, and 
nationally known storytellers from Katherine Smith to Garrison Kellior punctuate the fabric of these programs 
with analysis that helped glue the pieces together and led into the next topic to be discussed. 

Unfortunately for this listener the whole was less than the sum of the parts. Much like an aural montage created 
to advertise Coca-Cola for commercial television or radio the quick juxtaposition of speakers, cutting often 
midsentence, if not within a thought, made the sense of the piece difficult to comprehend. The effect of editing 
the knowledge of fifty storytellers into three programs of less than ninety minutes is to devalue the individual 
storyteller even as we celebrate their craft. In contrast to the message of the speakers - that storytelling is 
a slower paced presentation mode - these radio programs flew along like a car salesman during the intermis
sion of a late night television movie. The desire of the producer to obtain a conversational flow, in which one 
person poses a situation and another evaluates it, was less successful; because, as an audience member, I could 
not anticipate through the visual cues, the stammering, halting, coughing introductions that alert my attention. 
I desperately felt the need for the interlocator to introduce topics, or talkers, or just to pace the presentation. 
What will be the effect of many voices for listeners who have no reason to anticipate what someone will say 
because they don't know them? I recognized about half of the individuals involved, some I know quite well, but 
it was still difficult to anticipate where the program was going. In addition the poor recording quality of some 
interviews, apparently a voice activated microphone, contributed an indistinctness to sections of the programs. 

The other disturbing aspect of these programs was that dynamite storytellers were presented, but very few 
told even anecdotes. Most talked, or rather reported, of storytelling events in their memory. The difference 
may seem strained, but while all descriptions of events are selective, just like storytelling, reporting does not 
allow the tale teller the same latitude and authority in performance. Like a policeman's summary of an accident, 
it lacks development and the personalizing embellishment of the teller. That sense of what authentic storytell
ing is all about could profitably be added to this series and the number of programs expanded to five or six 
interleafing actual stories being told within the flow of the information about storytelling. Slow down the pace 
of the program and let the speakers' messages resonate with the program as a whole. 

Word of Mouth is a sensuous tapestry of careful statements about storytelling. In each program there was 
much, perhaps overly much, to think about, to ponder, and to respond to. The ambitiousness of the topic and 
the breadth of the research for the project are commendable. In the end it would make a better book, however, 
than a radio program. 

By Gary Stanton 
The program is distributed free of charge to radio stations. Cassette copies of the three programs may be 

purchased for $25.00 by writing Word of Mouth, WRFG-FM, P.O. Box 5332, Atlanta, GA 30307. 

Gary Stanton is the South Carolina Folk Arts Coordinator funded by NEA Folk Arts working within the 
McKissick Museum at the University of South Carolina in Columbia, South Carolina. 
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Cuban Cinema • 1n Exile, 
A Retrospective 

Guillermo Perez 

Cuban Cinema in Exile, A Restrospective was presented January 9-15, 1987 
at The Grove Art Cinema in Coconut Grove, Florida and produced by Michelle 
Spinella and Ruben Rabasa. 

They came not only as producers, directors, writers, and actors but also as members of a Hispanic 
group that has been struggling for years to make its mark on film . They spoke - as if taking a 
breather from an obstacle course - about the cultural and economic barriers that stand between 
their artistic impulse and bringing works to the screen. They proved, through their full-length 
features, documentaries, and short subjects, that these efforts deserve greater recognition. Aim
ing to allow due consideration, Cuban Cinema in Exile featured the exhibition and discussion of 
films by this artistically active emigre community. 

Beyond the inclusion of works with relatively wider distribution - like El Super, a comedy about 
immigrant experience that takes a bite of the hard, frozen core of the Big Apple, and Improper 
Conduct, the documentary by Nestor Almendros that blasts oppression in contemporary Cuba
the mini-festival gained special value from two varied and engaging programs of short subjects. 
Included among these were works made long ago in Cuba, offering a back-to-the-roots perspec
tive. Ernesto Caparros' Tam Tam (b&w, sound, 30 min. 1937) returns through folklore to the legen
dary beginnings of the rumba, perhaps the 
most representative of Cuban dance music, 
and traces its development into the hit of 
cabaret and carnival that in the '30s and 
'40s set hips swaying and shoulders shak
ing. The work is an endearing curiousity 
with all its staged action, period man
nerisms, and tropical sizzle. This showbar 
luster sharply contrasts with the gritty 
realism of P.M. (b&w, sound, 23 min. 1961) 
directed by Saba Cabrera and Orlando 
Jim~ez Leal, the first work to be censored 
by the revolutionary regime for artistic 
deviation. The jittery camera here unfolds 
a scroll crowded with night creatures, a 
checkerboard of blacks and whites reveling 
in taverns. Fueled by alcohol and music, 
their gestures and movements - from 
heavy-lidded leers to inspired dancing -
are set to the pulse of nocturnal Havana. 
Significantly, all the partying is absorbed 
into blurred silhouettes, garlanded by city 
lights, as the last shot in the film recedes 
from the harbor. 

ostentatiously effeminate homosexuals, and ex-cons with elaborate tattoos. In a peculiar way, their 
yearning for the freedom to assert their identities is more affecting that the testimonies of poets 
and political dissenters, for the outcasts of Tent City had to scuttle from their homeland yet re
mained disenfranchised from the American mainstream. Still, in their ragtag community they 
manage to celebrate, chanting to the ancient gods of Africa or turning indigence into glamour 
by modeling gowns concocted from linens and hand-me-downs. When the last persons are relocated 
and crews come to tear down and clean up the site, it's as if they're trying to sweep away, along 
with the rubbish, the memory of the inhabitants of Tent City. But Villaverde's film exists as a 
charitable reminder - a contemporary version of the gospel paradigm urging us to extend our 
embrace to society's lepers. 

The early work of Rafael Elortequi, a University of Miami film school graduate and winner of 
several independent cinema awards, shows the requisite skill and creativity to carry on the ar
tistic relay from Villaverde's generation. The retrospective demonstrated this with his Thurs Night 

and Cologne (1973 & 1974, respectively; 
both: color, sound, 9 min.) 

Some of the more recent films by Cubans 
outside the island were flawed by commer
cialism or by stagnant philosophizing. To 
contrast delightfully with any formula 
treatment or heavy-handedness, however, 
there was Enrique Oliver's Photo Album 

A still from Rafael Elortugui's film Thurs Night. 

Thurs Night offers a closeup study of the 
interaction between an orchid - white with 
yellow center - and a long, slender can
dle. This duet for flame and flower is 
suspensefully choreographed as both seduc
tion and assault; the candle approaches, 
circles, withdraws, and climactically 
touches the sinuous petals that are at once 
chaste and suggestive. All along, flute 
music composed and performed by Eugene 
Johnson breathes emotion into the en
counter. What begins as sensual and hyp
notic turns into a striking emblem of ardent 
destruction when only the flower's topaz 
heart remains surrounded by charred 
petals. After the whole blossom is consum
ed by fire, the camera pulls back to show 
a black Adam gleefully extolling the "burn
baby-burn!" dictum of the Sixties as he 
skips away in a Garden of Eden exclusive 
of anything white. Although this joke does 
deliver its sting, the sudden change of tone 
- from the sensuous to the darkly 
humorous - and emphasis - from the 
aesthetic to the social - detracts from the 
pristine elegance of the previous portion of 
the film. Nevertheless, images of the flame 

(color, sound, 14 min. 1984). This hilarious look at transplanted culture serves up such tasty tid· 
bits as the evolution of the Cuban virgin and the exorcism of an overly-Americanized young man 
by a priest of santeria, the syncretic Afro-Cuban cult. The work's campy shenanigans do not diminish 
its acuity. 

If Oliver gloried in the farcical, others among his compatriots pursued social themes more seriously 
and made poetic statements. In Mi~ca Villaverde's To My Father (b&w, sound, 22 min. 1974), 
we contemplate family interaction at a time of crisis. Filmed in Te:x;as, the work is a testament 
to the last days of the filmmaker's dad. To place this stretch of life in a continuum, she begins 
with photos from his younger years and, then, gives a series of home-centered impressions of her 
father - as he's dressing in the bedroom, propped up in the living room, stretching out in the 
backyard - as though he were a fading sun in a revolving system of relatives who are caring, 
watchful, but also trying to carry on routine activities. His fragility is highlighted by contrast with 
the health of children playing and women sunbathing. Villaverde makes the impending loss felt 
throughout. At one especially poignant moment, we view tlie elderly man through a screen door. 
He's fuzzy, shriveled, already beyond reach as the door opens and shuts, seeming to mark the minutes 
toward his ultimate disappearance. Elsewhere, the family gathers for a group portrait; as they 
wait all together for the father to join them, this close-knit unit might as well be rehearsing for 
the patriarch's absence. At the end, the film changes to color to provide an epitaph in the portrait 
of the father and mother in a farewell embrace. Afterwords, a view of flat landscapes and bland 
buildings rolls by, putting distance between the still intimacies of the parental home and the rush 
of the road. Yet memories of the father remain now the strains of a requiem in a minor key. 

Following this elegiac mood, Villaverde takes a more public and provocative stance in Tent City 
(color, sound, 28 min. 1984). This documents the months that some hard-to-relocate members of 
the 1980 Marie! boatlift had to live in army tents under a downtown expressway. The film turns 
into a spiraling journey toward a center - the tattered yet obstinately bouyant spirit of social 
rejects - as the camera circles the compound, first outside the fence, then around the grounds, 
and finally inside the makeshift dwellings. The filmmaker details the misfortune that led these 
people here and traces her growing friendships among them. They are predominantly blacks, 

and candle linger like musical strains with 
all their rhythmic insinuations and harmonious chromatics. 

In Cologne Elortegui follows the narrative line of a tragicomedy about human failure. The film 
begins with the actress Templeton Fox crying effusively in a very tight closeup. As the camera 
unrelentingly holds this visage, she turns her face - all puffy, humid and red - into a malleable 
mask of hurt, protest, and despair. Funny and pathetic but most of all entrancing, she conveys 
a whole lifetime of wrong turns. Ironically, romantic Spanish songs perfume the scene as the camera 
·pokes around this woman's meager surroundings and follows her methodical steps to suicide: sit
ting on a sill, placing her worn out feet on the bed, grasping the frame, and leaning out backwards 
from her bedroom window. Defenestration is portrayed with powerful succinctness as she loosens 
her grip on the window, her feet lift off the bed, and, next, the camera sweeps down the exterior 
of the apartment building. this precipitant shot is repeated as a wino, the only eyewitness, keeps 
reenacting his futile attempt to save the victim. The actor Victor Guim makes the character both 
a clown and tragic hero. In the structuring of dramatic movement, in the painting of gestures, 
and in the balancing of pathos with absurdity, Elortegui displays a great deal of deftness. Cologne 
flashes like his badge of cinematic talent. 

Despite these Cuban filmmakers' needs for greater financial backing and sensitivity to their 
culture, pleasure can be taken in their continuing artistic endeavors. Still, occasional ac
complishments underscore the importance of further and more generous support. Encouragement 
could lead from the success of a minority to the enrichment of all film. 

Guillermo Perez is a professor at the Language Institute of Miami-Dade Community College in 
Miami, Florida. 
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Canadian Filmmaker Bruce Elder. Photographe~ Nan Goldin. Stan Brakhage (photo by April Rapier) 

C all it a current survey and a retrospective or a source of diversion 
and intellectual stimulation: Miami Waves, the independent film and 
video festival where opposites attract. In its fifth year - and once 
more under the leadership of Marilyn Gottlieb-Roberts with Bruce 
Posner as curator - this ebullient event provided a forum for impor

tant figures in experimental cinema and offered a sampler of curiosities, wor
thy rediscoveries, and novel works by up-and-coming talent. 

Any appreciation of our contemporaries should be informed by an awareness 
of the past. Miami Waves gave us the proper perspective by showing pioneer 
works, like those of the French Letterists - with their rebellious rhetoric and 
records of post-war bohemian Paris - and of American pathfinders like Marie 
Menken and Joseph Cornell. 

In a conference entitled "The Gristly Roots of American Independent Film
making," Stan Brakhage spoke with the intimacy and authority of both a 
witness and a successful practitioner as he surveyed the foundations of the in
dependent movement. Indeed, many of the characteristics he pointed out in 
his mentors - non-narrative structures, hypnagogic elements, concern for 
human fate - have come to fruition in his own work. 

Brakhage ardently pursues multifarious forms and themes, from the early 
glance around the social milieu to the recent, abstract expressionist render
ings of paint on film, projecting what he labels closed-eye vision. The rhythms 
of his camera are constantly in evidence, defining the subject with an interplay 
of focus, angles, movement. At times, the effect is musical with the creation 
of leitmotifs and segments - whether accelerated or sustained - developed 
through visual variations. Still, no less significant are the painterly aspects of 
Brakhage's work. His subjects become more energetic or subdued according 
to the techniques of a camera that can reinterpret surfaces as if applying a 
wide range of brush strokes. 

It is in a longer film that we can see the culmination of Brakhage's cinematic 
techniques and the expansion of his philosophical concerns. Dog Star Man 
(1961-1984, color, silent, 16 mm, 78 mins.) impresses with the structural in
tricacies of a symphony, the !attitude of a mural. Divided into a prelude and 
four sections, the film moves through the association of images wherein the 
weaving of color, shape, and motion contributes to meaning as much as sub
ject matter. 

The prelude to Dog Star Man introduces visual patterns that come to 
characterize the film. At the outset, carmine covers the screen, recalling light 
filtered through shut eye-lids or a blanket of magma. Out of this reddish sea, 
forms soon struggle to manifest themselves, still glowing, half-molten, like 
blossoms from lava. A smiling, foaming miasma gives way to quick views of 
skin, hair. These physiological emanations, systems of blood and tissues, ac
company views of the wilderness - a bristling forest, snowy slopes. And the 
celestial, whether the sun in flames or a glacial moon, presides over all aspects 
of earthbound nature. Throughout the depiction of multiple planes, the imagistic 

• 

elements often evanesce in swirls, undulations, expansion; blurs shift to sharp 
focus, close ups pull back to distant smears. At the center of this kaleidoscope, 
there emerges a fundamental emblem of humanity in the union of man, woman, 
and child. 

Through reiterations and new juxtapositions, the ensuing sections of Dog Star 
Man establish formal coherence and clarify thematic concerns. Part One features 
a man trying to make his way on the snow covered inclines of a forest; accom
panied by a dog and carrying only an ax, he faces a Sisyphean struggle among 
the elements. Echoes from the prelude's protean images here delineate impell
ing forces - the pulsation of blood, the pull of the planets. This intercutting 
of the abstract with the viscerally concrete continues throughout the segments 
that follow. The much shorter Part Two repeatedly shows a baby blinking, 
grasping the air, learning to take in his surroundings. Concommittant to this, 
drifting snowflake designs and stream of color rush by, as if they were impres
sions during the formation of consciousness. Parts Three and Four highlight 
views of a man and a woman. The searching closeups of thighs, genitalia, bellies, 
nipples emphasize the biological rather than the passionately erotic. Although 
there is a climactic urgency toward the end of the film, such exaltation 
transports the intimately human to a universal sphere. 

A t one of the talks during Miami Waves, the prominent Canadian 
filmmaker Bruce Elder acknowledged his debt to Stan Brakhage. 
In fact, Elder elaborates in his own works on the techniques and 
concerns of his mentor. The younger artist, however, goes even 
further in the layered, expansive use of compositional elements. 

He focuses his attention on the crisis of contemporary culture, presenting great 
themes in colossal formats, and mines historical, philosophical, and literary 
sources that might bail us out of an impoverished spiritual state. Thus, his films 
are richly referential with the projection and narration of texts that respond 
to his worries and aspirations. The frequent use of montage, moreover, 
establishes associations among images - often reiterated and progressively 
more striking - as they evolve in variations of speed, range, sweep, and 
chromatics: an intricate mosaic to portray a world view shaped by manifold 
thought. 

1857 (Fool's Gold) (1981, 16 mm, color, sound, 25 mins.) presents humanity 
in peril, battling in troubled waters in the journey from faith to scientific 
ratiocination. Nature here seems to reflect the vicissitudes of the spirit with 
its yearnings and frustrations - in the soaring flight of birds, for instance, 
or in a turbulent ocean. Narrated passages from Defoe's Journal of the Plague 
Year tell of a terrible epidemic unmitigated by barbaric medical practices. This 
establishes tension with a series of quotes from the Cantos of Ezra Pound, so 
full of longing for renewal in their polyglot echoes from antiquity and non
Western culture. 



Miami Waves staff from left to right Glenn Terry, Marilyn Gottlieb-Roberts (festival director), 
Joe Argoti, Howard Davis (Artifacts director) and Victor and the Turkey Vulture. 

(Photo by Bruce Posner) 

I n The Art of Worldly Wisdom (1979, 16mm, color, sound, 55 mins.), human 
tribulations are examined at a more intimate level. The mortal threat of 
illness here leads to contemplation of an individual's life. Although the 
film draws from Elder's experiences (he suffered long from a virulent 
pancreatitis), details from his autobiography mostly serve as a springboard 

for meditation - on the difficulties of self-knowledge, on the need to trans
cend earthly limitations. At one level, then, the work collects the essential im
ages of his life, from childhood with its intimations of Eden to the physical and 
spiritual strains of adulthood. More profoundly, however, reminiscence leads 
to the central inquiry: what sense can the individual make out of his life, or 
is it even possible for him to do so? The answers do not come readily. After 
embracing quotidian realities as closely as cultural memories, the film ends in 
darkness with the incessant ringing of a telephone, as if pleading for a response. 

Elder takes his complexities of style and troubling observations further in 
Illuminated Texts (1982, 16 mm, color, sounds, 180 mins.). In this film, his vi
sion widens from the plight of the individual to the fate of the human race. 
Characteristically, he relies on poetic quotes, voice-over narration of meditative 
texts, and aphoristic imagery. Through erudite argument and poetic flashes, 
Elder examines world history from a mythical creation to the modern 
technological threat. The film, hence, has a Biblical structure - going from 
Genesis to Apocalypse - and follows the cycle of the seasons. The joys of 
paradise, contained in sensuous views of nature, move toward a catalog of this 
century's horrors, including shots of steel and concrete monstrosities and 
references to concentration camps. Throughout, texts relate to the desintegra
tion of culture and enumerate the offenses of inhumanity. A frozen world of 
demonic tortures is portrayed toward the conclusion as the threat of extermina
tion comes to prevail. The film closes with a shot of the anteroom to a Nazi 
gas chamber; this view pulls back to show the filmmaker recording it. Elder 
thus includes himself, his work, in the downward slide of humanity. 

In an address to the audience at Miami Waves, Bruce Elder voiced a fear 
that "we're being turned from creatures of flesh to creatures of metal." He 
attributed the contemporary pre-occupation with the erotic to a need to assert 
the most impulsively human. Providing evidence for this, the festival included 
many works that dealt to different degrees with sexuality. 

The Genet film, Un Chant d'amour (1950-53, b&w, silent, 16mm, 20 mins.) 
is a voyeuristic exploration, both crude and poetic, of homoerotic encounters 
in a prison. Target Video anthologized performances in the Bay Area during 
the punk heyday; the antics on stage and frantic vocalizing hit raw nerves as 
rage propels the sexual instinct. Even in the calculated toying with narrative 
form of the Chilean Raul Ramirez, forbidden erotic adventures play an impor
tant part; this is true of the elegantly cool and clever reconstruction of an art 
scandal in The Hypothesis of the Stolen Painting (1978, b&w, sound, 16mm, 67 
mins.); and also of the satire on melodrama- a ridiculous, hilarious treatment 
of seduction, violence, sex change- Dog's Dialogue (1977, color, sound, 16mm. 
18 mins.). 

Guillermo Perez 

Miami Waves 
November 21, 22, & 23; Miami-Dade Community College, Wolfson Campus 

A still from The Ballad of Sexual Dependency 
by Nan Goldin. (Photo by Nan Goldin) 

Frames from Stan Brakhage's film A still from Nan Goldin's film The Ballad of 
Dog Star Man. Sexual Dependency. (Photo by Nan Goldin) 

I t was with the presentation of Nan Goldin's The Ballad of Sexual Dependen
cy (a slide show with music; approximately 50 mins.) that the festival of
fered the most remarkable opportunity to ruminate on the erotic. For over 
ten years, Goldin has been taking pictures for what she calls her "family 
album," a record of the denizens of fringe culture - downtown club 

habitue's, female impersonators, tough guys, painted ladies, drug users. Tied 
thematically together by a string of melodies from pop to opera, Goldin's slides 
catch men and women - alone, in couples, in groups - during moments of 
anticipation, satiety, frustration. Thus, as Maria Callas radiates with Casta Diva 
or a Sixties top-forty tune throbs on, young women pose in fancy dresses, hopes 
pinned on a party; as James Brown gets funky in "It's a Man's World," tat
tooed men display macho bravado; drag queens primp while Marilyn Monroe 
pants through "Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend," and Charles Aznavour 
asks "What Makes a Man a Man?" Although Goldin relies on spontaneity, 
histrionics are inherent in her subjects. Ironically, for all their non-conventional 
appearance, these people seem suspended in stereo-typical emotions. Goldin 
indulges them, often romantically, with her camera despite - or perhaps 
because of - the fact that all their fluster takes place at the edge of a precipice. 
Tellingly, the last slides show graves in a Mexican cemetary- wryly framed 
in singles, doubles, and groups like the preceding characters - as Dean Mar
tin croons "Memories." 

Given the exhibition of so many varied works, the most obvious value of Miami 
Waves lies in its facilitating contact with media arts that are often woefully 
inaccessible. It's refreshing to follow alternative paths away from the stale con
ventions dictated by commercialism. Not only do we come to understand bet
ter those artistic endeavors that avoid the commonplace, but after exposure 
to such independence we can never again accept with complacency studio issues 
full of sweet nothings and glaring exploitation. 

Guillermo Perez is a professor at the Language Institute of Miami-Dade Com
munity College in Miami, Florida. 
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Andre Wiggins plays Sam Unterman in Eric Mofford's film 
Travelin' Trains. 

Crew members from left to right: Ray Sullivan, John Giles, 
David Christopher and Anthony Rue for Eric Mofford's film 
Travelin' Trains. 

Cast members from left to right: "Chicago" Bob Nelson, Butch 
Trevette and Andy Greenway from Eric Mofford's ftlm 
Travelin' Trains. 

WORKS IN PROGRESS 
ERIC MOFFORD 
ATLANTA, CA 

E ric has recently finished shooting and is in the process of editing, a 
thirty mi~ute bl~ck-and-white film with the purpose to create interest 
and obtam fundmg for a longer hour and a half version of the same 
story. Travelin' Trains, a working title, is the story of Sam Unter
man and the search for his estranged father, Jesse. In 1931 after los-

ing his wife, Jesse Unterman "leaves his son with an aging grandmother and, 
like so many victims of the depression, traveled the trains to find work. Seven 
years later, Sam sets out to find his father who has since become well-known 
along the southern railway as the Snowman, a white blues musician playing 
in a black circuit. On the road, Sam meets Thompson, a black harmonica player, 
who knows Sam's father. He teaches Sam the ways of traveling the trains and 
the mysteries and beauty of blues music. With Thompson, Sam discovers what 
an important commodity his schooling is - he reads from many popular works 
of the time in return for food and shelter. Sam also learns about racism, a hatred 
he doesn't understand. At the end of the existing piece, Sam has had an oppor
tunity to meet his father, but does not confront him and is instead threatened 
by what his father represents. Sam's search has been unsuccessful, but the story 
is left open to further development. In the longer version of the film Sam decides 
to try again and to continue his search. "In a shantytown, Sam meets a widow
ed teacher named Beth. He helps her teach a population of migrant workers. 
Sam and Beth receive gifts and clothing in payment from people who often 
have nothing for themselves. Sam finds himself attracted to Beth who, con
vinced that he has potential to become an outstanding college student, urges 
him to continue his own schooling. She warns him not to confuse friendship 
with love." One night as the shantytown is celebrating the end of the harvest, 
Sam recognizes his father among the musicians. Jesse is surprised to see his 
son and they are uncomfortable and unsure of each other. But, Beth convinces 
Jesse to stay and get to know his son better. As Sam and Jesse start develop
ing a relationship, so do Beth and Jesse. Finally, in a fit of jealousy Sam leaves 
to travel the trains alone and to continue the legend of his father. Eventually 
Sam finds his old friend Thompson who has died cold and alone in a boxcar. 
Sam comes to realize that his search is over and hops off his last boxcar having 
decided to go to college. "Travelin' Trains is a film about many things. It's about 
a time when the railroad connected the coasts of a giant continent. It's about 
a time when hobos traveled these rails in search of non-existent work, and about 
the blues music that provided a soundtrack for a nation in pain. But, most of 
all, Travelin' Trains is Sam's story: a story of a journey, a story of a search, 
and a story of one boy's discovery that only he can create his own destiny." 
The film centers around Atlanta of the 1930's and southern Georgia. Music 
is a basic element in the narrative and it pushes the story forward. The cast 
includes well-known blues musicians such as Butch Trevette, who plays Jesse 
Unterman, "Chicago" Bob Nelson, and Rosemarie Rainey. The rest of the cast 
includes: Andr~ Wiggins (Sam Unterman), Tony Vaughen (Thompson), and 
Marilyn Owens (Beth). Eric plans to release the shorter version of the film if 
he can't get any funding by the middle of 1987, otherwise, he is ready to start 
pre-production of his finished script. Funding for this project was provided in 
part by a grant from the City of Atlanta, a grant from the State of Georgia, 
and an equipment grant from the Southeast Media Fellowship Program. Grants 
are pending with the Corporation of Public Broadcasting and the American 
Film Institute. For more information on this project contact Eric Mofford, 596 
Milledge Ct. S.E., Atlanta, GA 30312 . .. 

Patricia Bustamante 
SCOTT DIDLAKE 

PHILADELPHIA, MISSISSIPPI 

Since last Summer, Scott has been working with the Choctaw Indians 
of Mississippi on a couple of video related projects. The Mississippi 
Choctaw are the remnants of the Native Americans who were exiled 
in 1830 under the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek to Oklahoma. The 
Choctaw that stayed in Mississippi gravitated towards their ancestral 

home near Philadelphia, Mississippi. They were some of the poorest people in 
the poorest county of the country and over the last quarter century they have 
worked very diligently towards economic development and self-improvement. 
The Choctaws are now the largest employer of Choctaw and non-Choctaw in 
the county and the fifteenth largest employer in Mississippi. They are the leading 
tribe in the United States in terms of economic advancement. In the past year, 
the Choctaws generated 30 million dollars in product sales in industries rang
ing from electronics to construction. Now the tribe is putting emphasis on the 
artistic side. Choctaw Video is run by Bob Ferguson who is also the official 
tribe historian and has been involved with the Choctaw Indians for over thirty 
years. "This past Summer, I taught television production to Choctaw teenagers, 
and I was asked to stay, at least until the next Summer. At this time, I am 
trying to set up a video facility and link it to cable television. We are also working 
on video production and producing videos for other tribes in the area. The Choc
taw tribe is an unusual combination in that they have maintained their ethnic 
and cultural integrity, but they have embraced new technologies and ideas that 
have allowed them to survive along side mainstream American." This project 
is funded by the Choctaw Indians of Mississippi. For more information contact 
Scott at Choctaw Video, Route 7, Box 21, Philadelphia, MS 39350. 

BURWELL WARE 
CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA 

B urwell has completed editing a 20-minute pilot of what he hopes will 
be the beginning of a future television series titled 4PLEX. The 
pilot is a situation comedy, and it evolved from Burwell's interest 
in comedy and traditional television tailored to fit special kinds of 
purposes. "This project comes out of my experience at the New 

Orleans Video Access Center (NOV A C). While I was there, I developed a system 
called survival information television - a system of television monitors and 
video players that are located in waiting rooms of hospitals, clinics, employ
ment centers, etc. We produced television spots that dealt with employment, 
education, crime prevention, and other topics that were in the form of soap 
operas, sitcoms, new programs and variety shows. The longest program was 
12-minutes long and the compact format allowed people to get pertinent and 
important information while sitting in a waiting room. I became interested in 
a short comedy format that seemed more manageable in terms of one person 
trying to control a whole production. This pilot is primarily entertainment that 
carries a social message within the body of the show, particularly the dangers 
of guns. The pilot also sets up the background and the characters for future 



shows." 4PLEX is about Frank Boudreaux and his wife and how they have to 
adjust to a meager form of life after Frank loses his business to the oil slump 
in Louisiana. The situation becomes so desperate they end up moving into Mrs. 
Boudreaux's parent's old house, which is a fourplex located in Central City New 
Orleans. There are three families still living there and the Boudreauxs' come 
back to occupy the fourth apartment where they have neglected to do anything 
except collect the rent. The other main characters are part of a black family 
in which the father is a former Civil Rights worker who has suffered dearly 
for his involvement, his wife a calmer and more forgiving person, and their 
son, Malcolm X, "who's just a nice kid, devoted to his parents, and a bridge 
between the two families." The other families are minor characters, but they 
serve a specific function: An elderly couple who provide the comic relief and 
a Hispanic family consisting of a single mother and five children who provide 
the action to the show. "4PLEX gives me the opportunity to deal with specific 
kinds of survival issues, to compare the similarities and differences between 
rich and poor, and is also a good way to look at the differences between ethnic 
groups and the widening gulf that is being created among minorities. This show 
relies on good characters and plot and does not merely throw jokes at the 

viewer." The piece was shot in its en
tirety in New Orleans with a local cast. 
The script was written by Gary Baines. 
If 4PLEX does become a regular series, 
Burwell hopes to be able to produce it 
in New Orleans in order to maintain the 
"flavor and strange cultural mix of that 
unique Southern city." 4PLEX was fund
ed by a grant from the Community Ac
cess Corporation and the New Orleans 
Cable Access, and they have airing ex
clusivity for a year. For more informa
tion on this project contact: Burwell 
Ware, Rt. 3 Box 1, Rocky Knolls, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514. 

Cast members Bob Costley, Barbara Tasker 
and Richard Cumberbatch of Burwell 
Ware's 4PLEX. 

PAUL STEKLER 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

Louisiana Oil and the Nation's Dumping Ground is the working title for 
Paul's latest project. "This piece is about Louisiana politics and the 
chemical industry in the state, how Louisiana became the biggest 
dumping ground in the country and how that industry still affects state
wide politics. The project is based to an extent on a series of articles 

published in the Wall Street Journal a couple of years ago on the legacy of oil 
and the petrochemical industry in Louisiana. The state has subsisted for a long 
period of time on revenue generated by the oil and gas industry. Unfortunate
ly, when the price of oil goes down all we are left with is the highest number 
of hazardous waste dumps related to pollution on the Mississippi River. This 
is a nice opportunity to do something in a period of time where it might have 
some impact on the state's politics. This is the year of the 1987 gubernatorial 
election and many politicians, including a number that have not been very friend
ly towards environmental concerns, are now making tentative moves. There 
will be two approaches to this project: One is the overall picture of the state 
and its historical and political significance, and the other will be to take a look 
at families in the Cajun Acadienne Parishes, hear their stories and visit areas 
that are considered cancer "hot spots." These are places where people with 
very distinct ties to the state government were granted sites and licenses to 
be able to indiscriminately dump. The overview will have not only an academic 
importance but also human significance. The oil and gas exploration and many 
of its hi-products were not questioned until recently, because the industry was 
still very healthy. One of the reasons one can have a celebration of Cajun culture 
in Louisiana is that this is one of the few places, where an indigenous popula
tion whose culture is non-mainstream America, can actually stay where they 
live because there was good work available. As the oil money dries up and many 
of the producing areas begin to fold economically, people begin political 
arguments on how much regulation we need environmentally and how much 
regulation we can stand economically. Nobody has done a very systematic in
vestigation on the situation." Whether the documentary will be produced on 
video or film will depend on the funding procured. Louisiana Oil will be an hour 
in length and the main priority is to complete it by the middle of the summer 
so that it can be made available to civic groups and aired on local TV before 
the state elections. 

Paul is also writing a fictional script with Michael Fine, a rural service doc
tor from East Tennessee. The story is set near Rogersville, Tennessee and is 
based on people living in the area. This will be a low budget 16mm production 
to be shot next year on location in Rogersville. For additional information on 
this and other projects contact Paul Stekler, 825 Port Street, New Orleans, 
LA. 70117. 

MICHAEL FERCUSON & 
MARTY VERMILLION 

SPARTANBURC, SOUTH CAROLINA 

M ichael and Marty are in the final stages of production of a yet 
untitled 30-minute video on the life of Fanny Kemble. Fanny 
Kemble was a renowned nineteenth century English 
Shakespearean actress in Europe and the United States. In 1832, 
Fanny began her first tour of America and two years later she 

met and married Pierce Butler, a young wealthy Philadelphian. The Butler 
wealth came from a vast plantation in Georgia, and to Fanny's dismay, from 
slave labor. In 1838, the Butlers visited their Georgian estate and Fanny saw 
first-hand the living and working conditions of slaves. While living there, Fan
ny tried to improve the slave's lives, and more importantly, she began writing 
a personal journal on slavery and her experience at Butler Island. Pierce Butler 
was fiercely opposed to his wive's actions and Fanny, a firm believer of equali
ty among people, could never come to terms with the source of their wealth. 
After several years of separations and confrontations, the Butlers were divorced 
in 1849. Early in the Summer of 1863, and two years after the Civil War had 
broken in America, Fanny Kemble published the Journal of a Residence on a 
Georgian Plantation, 1838-39 that was simultaneously released in the United 
States and England. It is widely believed that the effect the Journal had on 
public opinion caused the British government to discontinue aid to the Con
federate war effort and thus eased the road to victory for the North. "The Fanny 
Kemble story is told in flash-backs through an interview with the elder Fanny 
Kemble and the narrative focuses on her first meeting with Pierce Butler 
through the demise of their relationship. The video was shot over a two-day 
period at Wofford College. This is a local production featuring Spartanburg 
theatrical performers, including J.R. Gross and Susan Jacobs. Barbara 
Ferguson, who also wrote the script, plays the elder Fanny Kemble and Karen 
Galindo plays the younger Miss Kemble. David Sloss was sound-person and the 
music is being performed and composed by Todd Hyatt." Michael and Marty 
hope to have the piece completed and available for public screenings and cable 
access channels by April, 1987. Prints will also be available for home sales in 
VHS and Beta. For further information contact: APOGEE VIDEO FILMS, Box 
343, Route 11, Spartanburg, SC 29302. 

Patricia Bustamante is an independent animator 
in Columbia, South Carolina. 

Video artists Michael Ferguson (left) and Marty Vermillion. 

Barbara Ferguson (left) as mature Kemble and Karen Galindo as the younger Fan
ny Kemble in Michael Ferguson and Marty Vermillion's 30-minute video about the 
life of the nineteenth century actress. 



Southeast Film 
and Video Fellowships 

Sixteen independent film and video makers from 
throughout the southeastern United States were 
awarded production grants by the 1987 Southeast 
Media Fellowship Program, a regional program 
designed to assist media artists whose work 
represents a creative use of film and video as an art 
form. A three member panel of film and video ex
perts evaluated 125 proposals requesting $542,600 
in production support with total budgets estimated 
at $4,117,700. 

The 1987 Fellowship winners are: Julie Dash, 
Georgia, $5000 for the narative film Daughters of 
the Dust; Mark Mori, Georgia, $5000 for a documen
tary film Building Bombs; Ellen Sumter, Georgia, 
$5000 for an experimental narrative film called 
Savannah; Ross Spears, Virginia, $2500 matched 
by $2500 from the Virginia Commission for the Arts 
for the documentary film Famous Men; Nancy 
Yasecko, South Carolina, $2000 matched by $2000 
from the South Carolina Arts Commission for 
Lagoon, a documentary film; Tom Davenport, 
Virginia, $1750 matched by $1750 from the Virginia 
Commission for the Arts to begin a documentary on 
musical and family traditions in the Sand Mountain 

area of Alabama; Elizabeth Barret, Kentucky, 
$1500 matched by $1000 from the Kentucky Arts 
Council for a videotape on Southern foods; Lucy 
Massie Phenix, Tennessee, $2500 to complete a 
documentary film called Galapagos; Andrew Gar
rison, Kentucky, $1500 matched by $1000 from the 
Kentucky Arts Council for a documentary film on 
Gospel singer Earl Gilmore; Eric Mofford, Georgia, 
$2500 for the narrative film Travelin Trains; Muriel 
Jackson, Georgia, $2500 for Aftermath, a video 
documentary on the Atlanta child murders; Herb E. 
Smith, Kentucky, $1500 matched by $1000 from the 
Kentucky Arts Council for a music film featuring 
banjo player Lee Sexton; Dan Hildenbrandt, Loui
siana, $1075 matched by $1075 from the Louisiana 
Division of the Arts for the video documentary 
Zydeco; Christopher Ott, South Carolina, $1000 
matched by $1000 from the South Carolina Arts 
Commission for a film narrative called The Setting 
Sun; James Blaine Dunlap, Georgia, $1150 for 
scriptwriting of Bullets and Long Wire; Laurence 
Hawks, Florida, $1025 for Rest, Work, and Play, 
a video installation. 

Equipment Access Grants made available from the 
South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts Center 

AFTERMATH 

Jean Gallagher: Aftermath 
Gallery One 

Betsy Bilger 

Spirit Square Center for the Arts 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
February 6-20 

In her installation, Aftermath, Jean Gallagher has 
created a complex, distorted world. Instructions on 
the wall of the dimly lit, silent room direct you to 
push a button. Slides are projected onto thin mesh 
screens. The sounds of gunshots ring out at irregular 
intervals. Because the images projected onto the 
screen change within the seven minute duration of 
the tape and because the audio tape is not synched 
to the image, the world that Gallagher has created 
is a world of confusion. It is a world based on 
distortions-distortions of the visual image as well 
as distortions in the muffled shots of the gun and 
of the regular pattern of each firing. Gallagher has 
created the sense of a crowded street in which an 
alarming event seems to have taken place. Her work 
becomes theater-things move, time elapses and the 
viewer is transported out of this world and into 
another. 

Even though Gallagher depended on the 
assistance of some very skilled technicians (David 
Zachairias designed and produced all the hardware 
for the installation, Don Koonce and MiChael Sex
ton aided in audio-visual programming and David 
Sloss aided in sound production) this exhibit remain
ed relatively simple. It was the first time that she 
worked with the transformation of static images 
through sound and time, creating an environment 
in a very direct and fundamental manner. 
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A photograph of Jean Gallagher's installation, Aftermath. 

Aftermath comes naturally from many creative 
sources. Gallagher is a painter and and a 
photographer, and is currently working on her Ph.D. 
at New York University on the historic evolution of 
installations. She sees her installation as involving 
painterly concerns, the projected slides a palette of 
color. The images are from photographs that she 
took of a Thanksgiving day parade in New York. But 
she reshot and manipulated the photographs 
through color and cropping so that they appear to 
be fields of loose brush strokes - sometimes 
recognizable images and sometimes not. The slides 
are projected onto screens three across and three 
deep. Basic images are repeated and interchanged, 
suggesting bewilderment. The scenes, when 
readable, are of moving people and pockets, creating 
a blur of movement across the screen. 

were awarded to: Ellen Sumter, Georgia; Michael 
Frierson, Louisiana; Robert Walker, Virginia; Larry 
Travis, Louisiana; Joe Gray, Jr., Kentucky; and Ed
ward Bowen, North Carolina. 

The panel for the 1987 Southeast Media 
Fellowship Program was: Joy Shannon, an indepen
dent filmmaker from Washington, D.C.; Tom Sims, 
a film producer and Operations Director of the 
Southwest Alternate Media Center in Houston; and 
Joyce Bolinger, a video maker and Executive Direc
tor of the Center for New Television in Chicago. 

The Southeast Media Fellowship Program is coor
dinated by Appalshop in Whitesburg, Kentucky, and 
is made possible by funds from the Media Arts Pro
gram of the National Endowment for the Arts with 
additional support from the Kentucky Arts Coun
cil, the Louisiana Division of the Arts, the Mississippi 
Arts Commission, the North Carolina Arts Council, 
the South Carolina Arts Commission, and the 
Virginia Commission for the Arts. Applications for
the 1988 SEMFP will be available from Appalshop 
this fall. For information contact: APPALSHOP, 
P.O. Box 743, Whitesburg, Kentucky 41858, 
606/633-0108. 
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The title and the gunshot sounds suggest a 
shooting spree directed at a crowd of people. We 
know of such tragedies from television news; 
Gallagher uses some of that medium's methods to 
present this story in this tiny gallery. A quiet room 
is filled with noise and image. Suddenly the room 
is again dark and quiet. The silence and darkness 
is stronger than at the beginning and there remains 
an overwhelming feeling of aloneness, 
powerlessness and apathy. 

Betsy Bilger is architectural historian of School of Ar
chitecture, University of North Carolina at Charlotte. 

(Reprinted with permission from ART PAPERS, May/June 1987) 
D 
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NATIONAL VIDEO FESTIVAL 
The seventh annual National Video Festival, presented 

by the American Film Institute, will take place on Oc
tober 22-25. The festival will be held at AFI's Los Angeles 
campus, with festival reprises scheduled to tour nation
wide and abroad. 

The National Video Festival is the major national and 
international meeting ground for video and television pro
ducers, programmers, artists, technical experts and 
media scholars. An intense four-day schedule of events 
will include over 15 hours of premiere screenings of ma
jor new video and television productions, as well as in
depth retrospectives, special presentations and panel 
discussions. 
Highlights of this year's festival will include: 

* An examination of local and national news coverage 
of the Vietnam War, culled from the Peabody Archives 
at the University of Georgia, to be contrasted with in
dependently produced work about the war; 
* An exploration of New Technologies which are be
ing used to integrate film and videotape for television 
productions; 

* A National Profile of Brazil, presenting the programs 
and examining the production structure of GLOBO as 
it represents mainstream Brazilian television, and com
paring this to independent video productions; 
* Premieres and Featured Presentations, the cutting 
edge of video art, independent documentaries and 
foreign made-for-television films; 
* The Best of INPUT, selections from the last two years 
of the International Public Television Screening 
Conference; 
* Sexual Politics, a program of independent video work 
examining issues relating to gender, sex, sexuality and 
power; all in addition to 
* A curated program of outstanding Student Work 
from the nation's colleges and universities. 
The American Film Institute is an independent, non

profit organization founded in 1967 to advance the art 
of the moving image, to assure preservation of that art 
form and to develop and encourage new talent. 
Contact: Kenneth Kirby, The American Film Institute, 

2021 North Western Ave., Los Angeles, California 90027 
(213) 856-7787 

southern 
Film and Video Project 

The American South has attracted makers and viewers of films since the birth 
of motion pictures in the 19th century, and such popular movies as Gone with 
the Wind, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Nashville, Norma Rae, and Sounder are readily 
available to wide audiences through new video markets. Documentary and lesser 
known dramatic films, however, are usually difficult to locate and expensive 
to use. 

Producers of documentary and dramatic films on Southern subjects are in
vited to distribute their works through the Center, which has world-wide con
tacts with persons interested in Southern history and culture. An illustrated 
catalog with a list of offerings will be published later this year and updated 
with new entries on a regular basis. For additional information write or call 
Bill Ferris at the Center. 

As a service to educators, students, and general viewers, the Center for The 
Study of Southern Culture at the University of Mississippi has launched a pro
ject to make a wide variety of Southern films available at minimal costs and 
in several formats- 3/4'', Beta, VHS, and international video. The University's 
Communication and Resource Center is providing technical support for the 
project. 
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Center for the Study of Southern Culture 
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........ lf..ll. Yugoslavian Director Dusan Makavejev and his wife at the 15th Rotterdam Film Festival, January 1986. .. .......... 
(Photo by Scot Oliverl 
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